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The Poverty of African Historiography 1977

a comprehensive evaluation of how to read african history writing african history is an essential work for anyone who wants to write or even
seriously read african history it will replace daniel mccall s classic africa in time perspective as the introduction to african history for the next
generation and as a reference for professional historians interested readers and anyone who wants to understand how african history is written africa
in time perspective was written in the 1960s when african history was a new field of research this new book reflects the development of african history
since then it opens with a comprehensive introduction by daniel mccall followed by a chapter by the editor explainingwhat african history is and is not
in the context of historical theory and the development of historical narrative the humanities and social sciences the first half of the book focuses on
sources of historical data while thesecond half examines different perspectives on history the editor s final chapter explains how to combine various
sorts of evidence into a coherent account of african history writing african history will become the most important guide to african history for the
21st century contributors bala achi isaac olawale albert diedre l bad�jo dorothea bedigian barbara m cooper henry john drewal christopher ehret
toyin falola david henige joseph e holloway john hunwick s o y keita william g martin daniel mccall susan keech mcintosh donatien dibwe dia mwembu
kathleen sheldon john thornton and masao yoshida john edwards philips is professor of international society hirosaki university and author of spurious
arabic hausa and colonial nigeria madison university of wisconsin african studies center 2000

Writing African History 2006

an overview of the ongoing methods used to understand african history spurred in part by the ongoing re evaluation of sources and methods in research
african historiography in the past two decades has been characterized by the continued branching and increasing sophistication of methodologies and
areas of specialization the rate of incorporation of new sources and methods into african historical research shows no signs of slowing this book is
both a snapshot of current academic practice and an attempt to sort throughsome of the problems scholars face within this unfolding web of sources
and methods the book is divided into five sections each of which begins with a short introduction by a distinguished africanist scholar the first
sectiondeals with archaeological contributions to historical research the second section examines the methodologies involved in deciphering
historically accurate african ethnic identities from the records of the trans atlantic slave trade the third section mines old documentary sources for
new historical perspectives the fourth section deals with the method most often associated with african historians that of drawing historical data
from oral tradition thefifth section is devoted to essays that present innovative sources and methods for african historical research together the
essays in this cutting edge volume represent the current state of the art in african historical research toyin falola is the jacob and frances sanger
mossiker chair in the humanities and university distinguished teaching professor at the university of texas at austin christian jennings is a doctoral
candidatein history at the university of texas at austin

Historians and Africanist History 1981

originally planned as a fact based book on the pre colonial history of the eastern cape in the true tradition of history this ground breaking book
focuses on epistemological and foundational questions about the writing of history and whose history counts whose history counts challenges the
very concept of pre colonial and explores methodologies on researching and writing history the reason for this dramatic change of focus is attributed
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in the introduction of the book to the student led rebellion that erupted following the rhodesmustfall campaign which started at the university of
cape town on 9 march 2015 key to the rebellion was the students opposition to what they dubbed colonial education and a clamour for among others
a decolonised curriculum this book is a direct response to this clarion call

Sources and Methods in African History 2004

covers the history of the entire african continent from prehistory to the present day a companion to african history embraces the diverse regions
subject matter and disciplines of the african continent while also providing chronological and geographical coverage of basic historical developments
two dozen essays by leading international scholars explore the challenges facing this relatively new field of historical enquiry and present the
dynamic ways in which historians and scholars from other fields such as archaeology anthropology political science and economics are forging new
directions in thinking and research comprised of six parts the book begins with thematic approaches to african history exploring the environment gender
and family medical practices and more section two covers africa s early history and its pre colonial past early human adaptation the emergence of
kingdoms royal power and warring states the third section looks at the era of the slave trade and european expansion part four examines the process
of conquest the discovery of diamonds and gold military and social response and more colonialism is discussed in the sixth section with chapters on the
economy transformed due to the development of agriculture and mining industries the last section studies the continent from post world war ii all the
way up to modern times aims at capturing the enthusiasms of practicing historians and encouraging similar passion in a new generation of scholars
emphasizes linkages within africa as well as between the continent and other parts of the world all chapters include significant historiographical
content and suggestions for further reading written by a global team of writers with unique backgrounds and views features case studies with
illustrative examples in a field traditionally marked by narrow specialisms a companion to african history is an ideal book for advanced students
researchers historians and scholars looking for a broad yet unique overview of african history as a whole

Whose History Counts 2018-11-29

essential reading for anyone interested in the african continent and the diversity of human history this very short introduction looks at africa s past
and reflects on the changing ways it has been imagined and represented key themes in current thinking about africa s history are illustrated with a range
of fascinating historical examples drawn from over 5 millennia across this vast continent about the series the very short introductions series from
oxford university press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area these pocket sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new
subject quickly our expert authors combine facts analysis perspective new ideas and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly
readable

A Companion to African History 2018-11-28

breaking new ground in african historiography the authors cover the period from pre historic times to post independent africa drawing on a wide range of
sources the reconstruction throws light on the economic social and political activities of african societies before and after colonisation and the rich
african civilisations which were inward as well as outward looking it is demonstrated that africans were influenced by christianity and islam long
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before colonialism and that africa interacted with the europeans and people from asia in the field of trade over a long period sixteen chapters are
prefaced by a full synopsis of the sources of african history

Sources and Traditions of African Historiography 2004

the difficulties of exploring african history especially for earlier periods have spurred the development of a wide range of methodologies and approaches
such that wyatt mcgaffey once termed it the decathlon of the social sciences historians have long utilized archaeology ethnography historical
linguistics and oral traditions but are only beginning to explore the possibilities of genetics or many of the new techniques used by archaeology and
other sciences and as digital sources proliferate so do the problems in using them the oxford encyclopedia of african historiography discusses these
sources and methods and examines how these developments have influenced the scholarship that historians produce

Emerging Themes of African History 1969

the practice of history in africa offers a history of african historiography from an african perspective it attempts to answer some of the questions
concerning the practice of history from the civilizations of ancient egypt through the varied cultures and regions of the continent to contemporary
times the book presents the philosophy of the oral tradition as it co existed and co exists with the written traditions of ancient egypt the islamic
tradition and the western european tradition of historiography

African History: A Very Short Introduction 2007-03-22

this work is for african students and students of african history offering a local perspective on the study of history it considers biography as
history objectivity oral non literate societies and history archaeololgy ideological issues in african historiography and writing nigerian history a
whole section is given to a discussion of the challenges facing the twenty first century nigerian historian these are identified as how to overcome the
slump in the study of history and crisis in identity and relevance after the peak and progess of the late seventies how to improve the status of history
at secondary and tertiary levels and more generally how to encourage the wider participation of nigerian historians in international research networks
the contributors are mainly professors and lecturers at the university of lagos and ogun state university

Rethinking African History 1997

the difficulties of exploring african history especially for earlier periods have spurred the development of a wide range of methodologies and approaches
such that wyatt mcgaffey once termed it the decathlon of the social sciences historians have long utilized archaeology ethnography historical
linguistics and oral traditions in their study of the continent but are only beginning to explore the possibilities of genetics or many of the techniques
used by modern archaeology and other emerging sciences and as digital sources from historical documents and statistics to cartographic climatic
demographic and environmental modeling proliferate so do the problems in using them the oxford encyclopedia of african historiography methods and
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sources examines how these developments have influenced the scholarship that historians produce such methods continue to evolve demanding that
historians develop basic understandings of them thus the two volume encyclopedia builds a theoretical foundation for the field expanding the ways
that africa can be studied and recovering the histories of the continent that often appear outside of the documentary record

An Introduction to African History 1991

preface the need to provide the west african students of history with an objective analysis of the activities of the peoples who occupy the western
zone of the continent of africa has motivated this publication this book has been specially prepared to meet the demands of the west african school
certificate examinations in history the special history paper for candidates offering general certificate of education examinations at advanced level and
the higher school certificate examinations it has also been written to provide the general reader with a direct communion with the traditions and
culture of our peoples to the students and the general readers alike is addressed this note of warning you must not expect all your historical
problems to be solved solely by this book other books journals and current magazines should be read to supplement and enrich your historical
experience in such a quest you are bound to come across some other ideas about historical writing and the study of history particularly our own
history african history some historians erroneously believe that african history consists of european activities in africa this is utterly nonsense and
baseless such historians persist in their mistakes because their views of african history are based on the european imperialist colonialist activities in
africa during the 19th and the 20th centuries these simple questions which destroy their myth and expose their error must be asked does it mean that
there were no people in africa before the advent of the europeans did the portuguese not find highly organised communities in africa during their atlantic
exploration in the 15th and 16th centuries did such explorers not find africans in useful and rewarding trade and other economic activities were the
people then without indigenous religion outside christianity and islam or are we to regard the ancient egyptian civilization as european or else what
then is history no one would contest the fact that compact biographies of european nationalities can be compiled into a single book and called history
of european activities in africa but it is the height of intellectual dishonesty to call such a compilation a history of africa european influence in africa
is only a part of the foreign of our cultural relations therefore it cannot be a substitute to the whole entity among other problems that may
confront teachers students and the general readers are the difficulties of securing adequate periodization and valid justification for our
historiography here some attempts may be made to evince some thoughts among other historians on these items recent research and archaeological
excavations have increasingly pointed the way to an acceptable classification of the periods on african history along the following lines 1 pre
historic before 4000 bc 2 ancient 4000 bc 300 a d 3 medieval 300 a d 1800 a d 4 modern 1800 a d upwards much can be said in favour of this
classification but would be fully expatiated upon in another work the generalisation that african history heavily relies on the use of oral tradition
for its primary source and therefore its facts cannot be reliable is untrue and illogical from periodization above it is obvious that periods 1 2 and
partly 3 are likely to lean on oral tradition the use to which african scholars have put oral tradition for the recovery of the past is sound and
offers a novelty in the history of historiography cont

The Oxford Encyclopedia of African Historiography 2019

nearly four decades ago terence ranger questioned to what extent african history was actually african and whether methods and concerns derived
from western historiography were really sufficient tools for researching and narrating african history despite a blossoming and branching out of
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africanist scholarship in the last twenty years that question is still haunting the most prestigious locations for production of african studies are
outside africa itself and scholars still seek a solution to this paradox they agree that the ideal solution would be a flowering of institutions of
higher learning within africa which would draw not only africanist scholars but also financial resources to the continent while the focus of this
volume is on historical knowledge the effort to make african scholarship more african is fundamentally interdisciplinary the essays in this volume
employ several innovative methods in an effort to study africa on its own terms the book is divided into four parts part 1 africanizing african history
offers several diverse methods for bringing distinctly african modes of historical discourse to the foreground in academic historical research part 2
african creative expression in context presents case studies of african art literature music and poetry it attempts to strip away the exotic or
primitivist aura such topics often accumulate when presented in a foreign setting in order to illuminate the social historical and aesthetic contexts in
which these works of art were originally produced part 3 writing about colonialism demonstrates that the study of imperialism in africa remains a
springboard for innovative work which takes familiar ideas about africa and considers them within new contexts part 4 scholars and their work
critically examines the process of african studies itself including the roles of scholars in the production of knowledge about africa this timely and
thoughtful volume will be of interest to african studies scholars and students who are concerned about the ways in which africanist scholarship
might become more african

Perspectives and Methods of Studying African History 1984

despite increased interest in recent years in the role of race in western culture scholars have neglected much of the body of work produced in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries by black intellectuals for example while dubois thoughts about africa may be familiar to contemporary academics
those of his important precursors and contemporaries are not widely known similarly although contemporary figures such as martin bernal molefi
assante and other afrocentrists are the subject of heated debate such debates are rarely illuminated by an awareness of the traditions that preceded
them race and the writing of history redresses this imbalance using bernal s black athena and its critics as an introduction to the historical inquiries of
african american intellectuals and many of their african counterparts keita examines the controversial legacy of writing history in america and offers
a new perspective on the challenge of building new historiographies and epistemologies as a result this book sheds new light on how ideas about race
and racism have shaped the stories we tell about ourselves

The Multi-disciplinary Approach to African History 1998

over the past one hundred years a body of historical knowledge and writing has been built up which has sought to explain and describe the unique
configuration of south african society in the historical evolution of this society prominence and sometimes primacy have been variously accorded to
the concepts of race and class this survey of the lives and works of the major historians of south africa�g m theal w m macmillan c w de kiewiet
leonard thompson shula marks and others�examines the ways in which the south african past has been recreated and interpreted anew contents
introduction 1 part i 3 g m theal 1 a canadian becomes south african 9 2 the making of a settler historian 18 3 race and class 30 4 racial myths and
theal s legacy 36 part 2 3 w m macmillan and c w de kiewiet 5 macmillan the south african years and after 47 6 the revisionist historian 62 7 de
kiewiet from johannesburg to america 76 8 the master historian 81 9 race class and liberal history 95 part 3 3 amateurs and professionals 10 early
africanist work 105 11 walker and other historians of the 1930s and 1940s 12 historians of the 1940s and 1950s 121 13 early radical writing
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131 part 4 3 the liberal africanists 14 the beginnings of liberal africanism 143 15 the oxford history 154 part 5 3 the radical challenge 16 the
challenge begins 165 17 class and race structure and process 177 18 changing perspectives 186 conclusion 192 references 198 select bibliography
219 index 235 r

The Practice of History in Africa 2006

this collection of essays will allow readers to explore various aspects of the continent s history over the last two hundred years book jacket

Issues in Historiography 2001

the new fully updated edition of the acclaimed textbook covering 200 years of african history a history of modern africa explores two centuries of
the continent s political economic and social history this thorough yet accessible text help readers to understand key concepts recognize significant
themes and identify the processes that shaped the modern history of africa emphasis is placed on the consequences of colonial rule and the links between
the precolonial and postcolonial eras author richard reid a prominent scholar and historian on the subject argues that africa s struggle for economic
and political stability in the nineteenth century escalated and intensified through the twentieth century the effects of which are still felt in the present
day the new third edition offers substantial updates and revisions that consider recent events and historiography greater emphasis is placed on african
agency particularly during the colonial period and the importance of the long term militarization of african political culture discussions of the
postcolonial period have been updated to reflect recent developments including those in north africa adopting a long term approach to current african
issues this text explores the legacies of the nineteenth century and the colonial period in the context of the contemporary era highlights the role of
nineteenth century and long term internal dynamics in africa s modern challenges combines recent scholarship with concise and effective narrative
features maps illustrations expanded references and comprehensive endnotes a history of modern africa 1800 to the present 3rd edition is an excellent
introduction to the subject for undergraduate students in relevant courses and for general readers with interest in modern african history and current
affairs

The Oxford Encyclopedia of African Historiography 2019-04-12

this volume covers the period from the end of the neolithic era to the beginning of the seventh century of our era this lengthy period includes the
civilization of ancient egypt the history of nubia ethiopia north africa and the sahara as well as of the other regions of the continent and its islands
publisher s description

Evolution of African Historiography 1991

employing an innovative methodological toolkit doing conceptual history in africa provides a refreshingly broad and interdisciplinary approach to
african historical studies the studies assembled here focus on the complex role of language in africa s historical development with a particular
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emphasis on pragmatics and semantics from precolonial dynamics of wealth and poverty to the conceptual foundations of nationalist movements each
contribution strikes a balance between the local and the global engaging with a distinctively african intellectual tradition while analyzing the
regional and global contexts in which categories like work marriage and land take shape

The Africa Centered Perspective of History and Social Sciences in the Twenty-first Century 1989

this book presents an outline of recent developments and approaches in christian historiography it reviews and assesses four important contributions
by non african historians to the field of study baur isichei hastings and sundkler the author former head of religious studies at the university of
zimbabwe argues that african historians christians are bringing fresh perspectives to the study of african chrisitanity and christian history and that
the future of historiography of christianity in africa lies in an open and critical dialogue between african and non african perspectives

Expanding Frontiers of African History 1988

comprises essays published between 1953 and 1992 which illuminate the reinstallation of africa s peoples within the culture of the world

Writing Independent History 1985-06-19

Africa Discovers Her Past 1970

Historians and Africanist History 1981

African Historiography 1993

A Textbook of West African History 2020-09-11
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Africanizing Knowledge 2017-11-30

Race and the Writing of History 2000-11-30

The Making of the South African Past 1988

A History of Africa: African societies and the establishment of colonial rule, 1800-1915 2006

A History of Africa: African nationalism and the de-colonisation process 2006

The Oxford Handbook of Modern African History 2013-10

A History of Modern Africa 2020-01-09

Yoruba Historiography 1991

Aspects of African History 2008

African History 1964
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What is Church History? 1996

UNESCO General History of Africa, Vol. I, Abridged Edition 1990

Doing Conceptual History in Africa 2018-02-21

History of Christianity in Africa in the Context of African History 2002

The Search for Africa 1994
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